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Abstract. Long baseline interferometry now offers us the opportunity to measure the dimensions
of Be star circumstellar disks across the spectrum. This includes the near-infrared continuum
where the emission is dominated by bound-free and free-free emission from the ionized disk gas.
Here we present the results of calculations of the disk sizes and continuum flux excesses for a
simple version of the viscous decretion model of the disk. We compare these results to recent
18 µm flux measurements from the AKARI infrared satellite all-sky survey.
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Be stars are bright in the infrared due to emission from the ionized gas in their cir-
cumstellar disks (Waters et al. 1987; Dougherty et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2005). It is now
possible to angularly resolve the disks of relatively nearby Be stars with long baseline
interferometers like the CHARA Array and VLTI (Gies et al. 2007; Meilland et al. 2007).
Since the IR flux excess depends on both the source function (dependent on tempera-
ture) and projected disk size, a combined interferometric and flux excess analysis can
yield valuable information on the disk gas temperature. Gies et al. (2007) presented a
realization of the viscous decretion model for isothermal disks of Be stars that they used
to create model images, interferometric visibilities, and IR fluxes. The model is based
upon four main parameters: the gas base density ρ0 , the radial density exponent n, the
disk inclination i, and the disk-to-star temperature ratio Td/Teff . Here we use the model
to calculate the disk IR fluxes from 1.7 to 18µm in wavelength.

We begin with a default model with a central star with Teff = 30 kK, R/R� = 10, and
M/M� = 15.5. The adopted disk parameters are n = 3, i = 45◦, Td/Teff = 2/3, and an
outer boundary disk radius Rout/R� = 21.4. We show in Figure 1 the predicted 18µm flux
excess E�(V � −mλ) = 2.5 log(1+Fd/F�) and ratio of the disk radius (HWHM) to stellar
radius along the projected major axis of the disk. These are plotted for a range in base
density of log ρ0 = −12.0 to −9.7 (units of g cm−3). Also shown are several other model
sequences made by varying one of the disk parameters. The position in the diagram is
most sensitive to disk density and inclination, but there is a systematic displacement
between models with different assumed Td/Teff , which indicates that the near-IR fluxes
and interferometric diameters can be used to estimate disk temperature (especially for
dense, large disks).

We can test the model predictions through a comparison of the the 2MASS and AKARI
fluxes (Ita et al. 2010) for a sample of Be stars from Dougherty et al. (1994) . We
determined for each star an observational excess pegged to the V -band flux

E�(V � − mλ) = V − mλ − E(B − V ) × (3.10 − Rλ) − (V − mλ)(Kurucz)

where the ratio of interstellar extinction to reddening is Rλ = Aλ/E(B − V ) and (V −
mλ)(Kurucz) is the intrinsic stellar colour derived from monochromatic sampling of flux
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Figure 1. A plot of the disk HWHM versus the 18µm flux excess for several models.
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Figure 2. A comparison of 2MASS Ks -band and AKARI 18 µm flux excesses with models.

ratios of model spectra with a Vega spectrum from R. L. Kurucz. The equivalence of
the model and observed colour excesses is based upon the assumption that the disk
contributes no flux in the V -band, and this neglect may lead to somewhat negative
colour excesses for the dense disk cases. A comparison of the Ks and 18 µm flux excesses
is shown in Figure 2. The overall agreement suggests that the viscous decretion disk
model provides a satisfactory description of the near-IR flux excesses.
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